Cyber Security & Cyber Resilience

Cross-Sector Support  Vessel Traffic Control  Port Authority  Cyber-Physical  Other Ecosystem Providers
The **Cyber Resilience Center** provides a valuable service for the supply chain ecosystem

- Integrate and automate cyber security across the supply chain
- Facilitate the collaboration of cyber teams with allied partners in the maritime sector
- Early warning system for the ecosystem with improved quality, quantity and speed of cyber information sharing
What the CRC is and what it is not...

**What the CRC Is**

- Collaboratively developed
- Collective, relevant, bi-directional information platform
- Information resource
- Ecosystem and to help restore operations
- Non-invasive, non-disruptive to existing cyber systems

**What the CRC is Not**

- Not a replacement for individual stakeholder cyber security
- Not for proprietary information
- Not additional noise